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QUESTION 1

Susan is building a new bug tracking application by using the Create Application Wizard. She wants to change the icon
on the login screen to the "app-icon-bug" image. 

How can Susan change the icon? 

A. Click Appearance, and then click Choose New Icon 

B. Click User Interface Defaults, and then select Edit Defaults 

C. Edit the home page and click Select Icon 

D. Click Advanced Settings, and then use the select list for Icon 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which is true about a workspace in Oracle APEX? 

A. It can be associated only with one schema. 

B. It can be associated with multiple schemas from different databases. 

C. It can be associated with the multiple schemas in the same database. 

D. It is not associated with any schemas. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://software.databasedevelop.com/article/11088364/add+multiple+schemas+in+one +workspace 

 

QUESTION 3

Robin develops many apps in his workspace that use various APEX plug-ins. Some apps use the same plug-in as other
apps. When a newer version of a plug-in is available, Robin has to update the plug-in in multiple apps. 

How can Robin upgrade a plug-in once and have all other apps that use the same plug-in get updated at the same
time? 

A. Run a SQL command to update the plug-in definition in each application. 

B. Write a PL/SQL package that he can reuse to update the plug-in definitions in each application. 

C. Update one of the plug-ins, and then click Push Update to update the other apps. 

D. Create a "Plug-ins Master" app where he stores all plug-ins and then subscribes the plug-ins in all of his other apps
to the plug-ins in the "Plug-ins Master" app. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Lucy\\' created an interactive report on the EMP table. She wants to filter the report to show employees with JOB =
SALESMAN\\'. 

Which two options could Lucy perform to add an equals filter on the Job column? 

A. Click Actions > Filter and select Job as column, equal sign (=) as operator, SALESMAN as Expression, and then click
Apply. 

B. Enter salesman in the search bar text box. 

C. Click the Search icon (magnifying glass) on the search bar, and enter SALESMAN in the search bar text box. 

D. Add a where clause to the SQL Query to restrict the records returned. 

E. Click the Job column and select salesman from the column filter list of values 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

Jane is creating a new application. Users of the application will use SSO to authenticate. SSO has been defined for the
instance. 

Which step should Jane perform in the Create Application Wizard? 

A. Under Authentication, select Single Sign On (SSO). 

B. Include a Sign-In page in the list of pages. 

C. Include the Access Control feature. 

D. Update Advanced Settings to specify authentication. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference https://docs.oracle.com/database/apex-18.1/HTMDB/establishing-user-identity-
throughauthentication.htm#HTMDB12003 
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QUESTION 6

Jane" is creatinga new application, users of the application will use SSO to authenticate. SS0 has been defined forthe
instance.Which step should Jane perform in the Create Application Wizard? 

A. Under Authentication, select Single Sign On (SSO). 

B. Include a Sign-in page in the list of pages. 

C. Include the Access Control feature. 

D. UpdateAdvanced Settings to specify authentication. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two are true about an "editable" interactive grid? (Choose two.) 

A. All columns can be updated 

B. You can insert multiple records at a time 

C. You can define a computation 

D. You can update only one record at a time 

E. You can include dynamic actions on a column 

Correct Answer: DE 

Reference: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/49153692/how-can-i-hide-a-row-in-interactive-grid-basedon-some-
column-value 

 

QUESTION 8

You created an application where the home page looks like: 
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You now want to change the page to look like: 

What do you need to do to change the appearance of the page? 

A. Update the region Type to "List View" 

B. Update the list Template to "Media List" 

C. Update the list Template Options > Style to "Basic" 

D. Update the region Template Options > Icons to "No Icons" 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://apex.oracle.com/pls/apex/apex_pm/r/ut/lists 

 

QUESTION 9
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Maurice wants to have a report on employees, which shows only employees or the department selected in a select list
item. He has created a report, called REPORT_1, based on the EMP table. Above the region, he has defined a select
list called P6_DEPTNO. Maurice has added the correct Where clause for REPORT_1 and defined an "on change"
dynamic action on P6_DEPTNO to refresh the REPORT_1 region. When he runs the page, no data is displayed,
irrespective of the department selected. 

What must Maurice do to get the page to work correctly? 

A. Add a set value action, before the refresh action, of type PL/SQL Expression with code of :P6_DEPTNO and items to
submit to P6_DEPTNO. 

B. On the REPORT_1 region, set page items to submit to P6_DEPTNO. 

C. In the "on change" dynamic action, set page items to submit to P6_DEPTNO. 

D. In the "on change" dynamic action, set event scope to "dynamic". 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E10513_01/appdev.310/e10497/rprt_query.htm#BABGAFID 

 

QUESTION 10

Which is true about the Button Name attribute? 

A. When the page is submitted by clicking the button, the value of REQUEST is set to the button name. 

B. The button name is a unique identifier on a page. No other buttons or page items on the page can have the same
name. 

C. The button name defines what database action is done on page submit. 

D. The button name serves as a static ID, which is useful when developing custom JavaScript functionality for the
button. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/HTMDB/bldapp_but.htm#HTMDB25447 

 

QUESTION 11

Which four tasks can you perform using the Shared Components section in Application Builder? (Choose four.) 

A. Edit the No Data Found messages for multiple report regions in the application 

B. Manage translatable text messages for the application 

C. Review debug messages generated by the application 

D. Change the application alias 

E. Manage application upgrade scripts 
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F. Change navigational components of the application 

G. Add different application roles and configure their role assignment 

H. Delete multiple application pages 

Correct Answer: ABDG 

 

QUESTION 12

Molly has created a multi-series chart on the EMP table that shows the average salary per job in each department. 

The chart below is not showing the data correctly because there are no Analysis or Salesmen In Department 10. 

How must Molly update the chart to correctly display the data? 

A. Update the Series Column Mapping for Series Nameto DEPTNO. 

B. Set Fill Gaps in Chart Data to "Yes." 

C. Update group by In the chart SQL Query. 

D. Update the x-axis Baseline Scaling to "Fixed." 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 13

Sam is updating an application with a report (Page 10) and form (Page 11), where the form page has Page Mode
"Normal." She wants to update the form page to a modal dialog, so it can be called from multiple report pages. 

Sam has already changed Page Mode to "Modal Dialog", removed the breadcrumb region, added a button region to the
dialog footer, and moved the buttons to the new region. Whenever she opens the form page from a different report page
(Page 15), it keeps returning to the original report page (Page 10) when she cancels or submits the form page. 

Which three steps must Sam perform to get the modal page to always return to the report page from which it was
called? (Choose three.) 

A. Create a Dynamic Action of type Close Dialog that fires whenever the DELETE, SAVE, or CREATE button is
pressed. 

B. Change the action on the CANCEL button to "Defined by Dynamic Action." 

C. Create a Dynamic Action of type Cancel Dialog that fires when the CANCEL button is clicked. 

D. Add a Close Dialog process. 

E. Add a branch that redirects to an item holding the calling page. 

F. Create a hidden page item to hold the calling page and update the calls to the form page to populate the item. 

G. Update the branch to return to the correct calling page. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

Reference: https://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/tutorials/obe/db/apex/r50/apex-adv-
demoprojects-2848027/APEX_Advanced_Demo_Projects%20v2.0.1.html 

 

QUESTION 14

Which is true interactive reports? 

A. Subscription is supported only on primary reports 

B. A developer can hide the search bar 

C. A developer can delete a primary report D. Only reports can be downloaded, not group by, charts, or pivots 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Jason has developed an app for maintaining customers. He has a navigation menu for customers that he needs to
associate with multiple pages. 

How can Jason associate one list entry with multiple pages? 
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A. Set List Entry Current for Pages Type to "Comma Delimited Page List." 

B. Update the list entry User Defined Attribute 01 to "MULTIPLE", and User Defined Attribute 02 to the list of pages. 

C. Update each page and set Current Navigation Menu Entry to "Customers". 

D. Add additional list entries labeled Customers. 

E. Update list entry Condition Type to "Current Page Is Contained Within Expression 1 (comma delimited list of
pages)." 

Correct Answer: E 
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